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Dear Sir,
Submission.-Inquiry into the management of public land in New South Wales.
Unfortunately we became aware of this inquiry too late to prepare a more detailed submission. We hope that
we will have a further opportunity to contribute before the committee makes its final submission to
Parliament.
Access For All Inc. currently has over 500 members. It was established in 1999 in response to the then
proposed extension of declared wilderness by the Labor Government of the day. Our chief concern was loss of
access to public lands, loss of heritage and concerns for management of those lands. We now believe that as it
has turned out, our worst fears have become reality.
Large areas of National Park were declared ‘Wilderness’ and by interpretation this meant access for self reliant
bush walkers only; no access by horse riders, 4 wheel drives, motor bikes and therefore no access or the
elderly, disabled, young and average families; no fishing and no camping. As most of the new wilderness areas
were already National Park with appropriate environmental protection, the lock out of the majority was
excessive. The only advantage being for National Park’s management, as wilderness requires reduced
management and this ultimately results in an increase in feral animal population and spread of weeds.
Access For All believes there should be a complete review of declared wilderness areas, or at least a reinterpretation of the definition of wilderness to allow access in some form to all of the above.
Whilst we have a broad view of the inappropriate declaration of wilderness and the adverse affect on the
majority of Australians, we have more specific concern about the loss of historic bridle tracks caused by the
more recent wilderness declarations. We will confine the majority of our submission to the tracks of South
Coast and Tablelands, because this is the area we know the best. However, the same argument would apply to
other areas of the state.
The south coast and adjoining tablelands are linked and criss-crossed by a magnificent network of bridle tracks
and pack tracks. These served the area before the invention of motorized transport. Most followed traditional
Aboriginal paths and were then used by the early European pioneers to settle the country; bring in supplies;
export produce; transport gold and other minerals; move stock and generally maintain communications.

